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CODENAME: WOLVERINE 

DISTINCTIONS 

I’m the Best There is At What I Do 

Masterless Samurai 

Mysterious Past !
POWER SETS FERAL MUTANT      

 SFX:  BERSERK. Borrow a die from the doom pool for an attack action. Step up the                
doom die by +1 and return to the doom pool. 

 SFX:  FOCUS. In a pool including a FERAL MUTANT die, replace two dice of equal                
steps with one die of +1 step. 

 SFX:  HEALING FACTOR. Spend 1 PP to recover your physical stress and step back                
your physical trauma by -1. 

 Limit:  MUTANT. When affected by mutant-specific complications or tech, earn 1 PP.              

 WEAPON X PROGRAM                               

 SFX:  ADAMANTIUM SKELETON. On a successful reaction against an edged or blunt                
attack action, either convert opponent’s effect die into a WEAPON X 
PROGRAM stunt or step back effect die by –1 and inflict as physical stress. 
Spend 1 PP to use this stunt if opponent’s action succeeded. 

 SFX:  FEARSOME. Add a D6 and step up effect die by +1 when using WEAPON X                
PROGRAM powers to inflict emotional stress. 

 SFX:  IMMUNITY. Spend 1 PP to ignore telepathy or mind control.                

 Limit:  HEAVY METAL. On a magnetic attack or while swimming, change any              
WEAPON X PROGRAM power into a complication and gain 1 PP. Activate an 
opportunity or remove the complication to recover the power. 

 Limit:  TOXIC METAL. If GODLIKE STAMINA is shutdown, take D10 physical stress at              
the beginning and end of every Action Scene. !

ENHANCED REFLEXES ENHANCED STRENGTH

GODLIKE STAMINA SUPERHUMAN SENSES
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ADAMANTIUM CLAWS PSYCHIC RESISTANCE ��

SPECIALTIES Combat Master Covert Master

Crime Master Menace Master

Vehicle Expert

You may convert Expert D8 to 2D6, or Master D10 to 2D8 or 3D6 
Unlisted specialties default to Novice D6.
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Logan

Solo

Buddy

Team
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AFFILIATIONS


